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Jacqueline Tarrant is regarded as a beauty professional, consultant, columnist, founder & CEO of Style
Infinity Products & the Hair Trauma Middle in downtown Chicago. As a 3rd generation beauty professional,
International platform artist and previous Director of Education with L'Oréal USA, Jacqueline continues to
add layers to her beauty experience. Her expertise on locks care and hair wellness is expressed regular in
nationwide columns that reach thousands through different publications including Seventeen, Cosmopolitan,
Essence & the Wall Street Journal to name a few. can shed some light on the options. What is the book
Healthy Hair Rehab all about? educating on preventive measures, hair care, nutrition to nurture the hair and
early detection of possible medical issues exposed in the hair's reaction to physical imbalance. the first rung
on the ladder is a comprehensive consultation and evaluation to determine the individualized course of
action for each client. Jacqueline utilizes leading edge technology in treatment regime and methods effective
methods made to help men & women re-grow hair. Having grown up in my mother's salons, and
experiencing the ups and downs women proceed through with their locks, I realized in early stages that any
kind of hair trauma could be a video game changer for that woman. I also could see how bad hair days or
bad hair encounters significantly impacted women's lives. It is also a conversation beginner, to initiate
discussions with beauty and health providers about hair worries that go beyond split ends. My mother was a
natural locks healer and restored the hair and the spirit of those she helped. I understood this is exactly what
I wanted to accomplish and made my career about that; Her multi-layered method of hair loss, known as
"Quadra-Follicle Stimulation"; Since I possibly could not possibly have an individual consult with every
person going through a hair problem, writing the book Healthy Locks Rehab is my way of sharing that
message. Locks changes with age, treatment and condition of health. Healthy Locks Rehab is a reference
and guideline to help achieve and keep maintaining the healthiest hair possible. Some also felt depressed and
experienced poor self-confidence when their hair was in long term troubled phases. Topics covered include:
-the purpose & biology of locks -the difference between hair breakage & hair thinning -protein deficiency
(often associated with recent significant weight loss) -iron insufficiency -thyroid disease -anemia -serious
mental tension -autoimmune disease -prescription drug side effects -hormonal imbalance -hair loss after
pregnancy -aging hair & menopause -locks loss from braids-weaves-hair extensions -the psychological
effect of hair trauma & loss -when & which conditions need a doctor's care -scalp conditions & those drive
hair thinning -strand strategies for every age -nourishment & hair regrowth -quick tips for fabulous hair
-facial shapes & greatest styles -how to find a fantastic salon & stylist There is definitely something for
everyone, of every age, tradition, complexion or consistency and type in the book Healthy Locks Rehab. I've
organized a different approach to hair complications. If any reader offers experienced some recent and
unexplained change within their hair, Healthy Locks Rehab Now! She's had several Style & Beauty
appearances nationwide on HELLO America, NBC, CBS, & the Fox Network.
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If you would like healthy hair, this reserve is crucial READ! I must say when We first received this
publication to review We wondered how could anyone write so much about hair, We was very pleased at
what I came across. I hardly ever knew that various kinds of birth control methods can have this effect on
your locks. After reading this book, I no longer blame anyone. I am not sure what I expected, but I found
this reserve so interesting that I couldn't put it down! Jacqueline goes over all of the problems that can cause
issues with hair. The info inside will shed so much light on questions we all have asked but hardly ever
knew the answers to. I must say i appreciate you posting your depth and insight to managing my hair
growth. This is a must read! "Healthy Hair Rehab" is certainly worth reading. My eyes have been opened
regarding the countless different causes of hair thinning and how to fight it. As a female acquiring many
different prescriptions, because of Jacqueline, I today know the right actions to try improve my locks and
my confidence. Thanks so much Jacqueline! Recommended! There are so many tips in this book to get and
keep maintaining healthy hair! Our author, Jacqueline Tarrant, will open up your eyes to the whys and how's
of hair administration.I don't think I have ever read so much details and helpful information regarding hair.
There are numerous topics in this book, listed below are but a few that I came across fascinating: Can
Prescription Drugs Cause Hair Reduction?I believe I expected more product information, but We was
amazed that instead the writer explains how environment, health, and food cause adjustments in our hair.
This is the locks bible people! She gets to the root of these problems and helps with solutions. She poses
three actions to approaching hair thinning, thinning hair, hair damage (from diet plan, biological
maladjustments, items, manipulation, etc), and hair breaking: Step one 1: Probe (investigate, look beyond
the surface, discover), Step two 2: Prescribe (an idea of care customized for each person's unique problem),
and Step three 3: Persist (the need for being on safeguard and followup for long term maintenance). Tarrants
clarifies so many areas concerning our hair, from thinning, graying, frizzy, to types of locks and what you
should eat to help your body and your locks. I could go on and on about the info that is packed in this read,
but that's so that you can find out.Let me say this, every female, and man for that matter, must have this
book in their home. This book provides helped me to comprehend my hair. If You Desire Healthy Hair Stop
What You're Doing and Please Read This! Aside from coloring, I've pretty much gone through all of the
phases with my locks. Tarrant. A No Nonsense Book on Hair Look after Women Jacqueline Tarrant is a
'hairologist' - a terrific term for the complex skill of the writer of this publication on how to tend to the locks
for women. She's excellent credentials and obviously knows her way around the scalp, but she's a fine
method of communicating the info she presents in this book in a fashion that is readable, makes sense, is
practical and is wise. Ms.Tarrant goes though the biology of hair roots and their care, the stages of growth of
hair, the consequences of all manner of medications n locks health, care of the scalp as well as the locks, the
judicious and informed usage of hair items (form answers to shampoos to conditioners to hormone therapies.
She offers photographs throughout the reserve to underline her factors. The only missing link here is the
truth that Tarrant limitations her research and assistance to women: men are equally concerned about all of
these problems as well an perhaps in her next book she will elect to handle that interested/growing viewers.
Grady Harp, April 12 Healthy Hair Help If you have ever had a query about hair health, growth, breakage,
thining, or need a remedy to a hair issue, Healthy Hair Rehab Right now by "Hair-ologist" Jacqueline
Tarrant is just what you need. Thanks Jacqueline for this most helpful info, and keeping ladies like me all
over the world informed on how to keep our locks healthy! The Link Between Your Health insurance and
Your Hair; There is information on all types of locks types and all age ranges.This wonderful author knows
her locks and has many years of training behind her, so you can be assured that everything you are reading is
from somebody who knows. I have thigh-length hair so I have experienced many of the problem
circumstances in this book. Healthy Hair Rehab Now Great book. Diet, medicines, general health, and a
variety of other factors could cause hair breakage, loss and problems.We thought I currently knew a lot on
the subject of hair, but We was wrong. I've worn my locks natural, I've calm it, texturized it, I've gotten



braids and hair extensions, trim it when I was tired of split ends, etc. That is an outstanding browse and one I
am proud to highly recommend. If you just awaken one morning hours mad like I was because you were
sick and tired of likely to salons, and having the hairstylist "slice" your ends and design, and the 1/2 inch of
development that you worked so hard to get is currently gone yet again, and you have the same amount of
hair yet another year, go through this book.!!! It really is a super super quick read and it really taught me
how to take charge of the growth process of my locks, while balancing my busy life! I go through it in as an
hour and the pieces of information on temperature tools and extensions, hair breakage, how to better conceal
hair wetness, the consequences of stress, eczema, vitamins, and can I say breakage again, had been of
particular interest to me! Done well, Ms. I learned therefore much from Healthy Locks Rehab Now! I'm
from a family group in which just about most of the ladies in my family have long locks, but I guess since
about my teenage years, I was not able to maintain duration beyond an inches past my shoulders. Thanks for
spelling that out in your publication! I realize, in more than a few methods, how I did not protect my hair
and I learned what's realistic in terms of one's monthly hair regrowth expectation. In short, this book may be
the real offer. When Should You SEE A MEDICAL EXPERT. Please purchase, especially if you're a
student, read this during a research break, and you won't regret! Also, check into her product line too, the
oils and conditioner smell great and are amazing!
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